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Smooth-stemmed turnip

Rosette leaves
of smooth-stemmed
turnip (left) and
wild turnip.

By B. J. Quinlivan, Adviser,
Biological Services Division,
and
A. C. Devitt, Research Officer,
Plant Research Division

Cruciferous weeds are common
throughout the agricultural areas of
Western Australia. They include
wild turnip, wild mustard, wild
radish, charlock and raphistrum
weed or short fruited turnip.
Another one—tentatively named
smooth-stemmed turnip—has recently been sighted. Its exact weed
potential will not be known for some
years, but it is likely to spread
through the south coastal districts
where the climate and sandy surfaced soils favour its growth.
Like the other cruciferous weeds,
smooth-stemmed turnip could cause
serious losses in cereal crops but it
should be cheaply and simply controlled with 2,4-D. It should cause
little trouble in well-stocked pasture. With the other cruciferous
weeds, it may be most troublesome
in crops such as rape, where both
the crop and the weed are highly
susceptible to 2,4-D sprays.
Specimens of smooth-stemmed
turnip were first collected by the
authors near Lake Bryde, about 25
miles south-east of Lake Grace in
October, 1970. In 1971 further
infestations were found at Condingup, Esperance, Munglinup and
Lake King. In 1972 the first infestations on the west coast were

Wild turnip

Smooth-stemmed
turnip

found at Badgingarra and Lancelin.
So far there is no record from the
northern and central wheatbelt.
Provisionally identified as a form
of Brassica tournefortii, smoothstemmed turnip is closest botanically
to the common wild turnip, but its
stems are completely hairless whereas those of wild turnip are densely
pubescent. The two differ markedly
in general appearance, growth habit,
flowering cycle, seed size and chemical composition. The new weed
is late maturing compared to all
other naturalised annual crucifers in
W.A. If it germinates in June, it
flowers about 105 days later in October and may reach a height of
1.8m (5 ft.). Common wild turnip
flowers in late August about 65 days
after germination and normally
attains a height of 0.7m (2 ft.). The

flower and pod of smooth-stemmed
turnip is similar to that of wild
turnip.
The rosette stage of smoothstemmed turnip is quite different
from wild turnip, with the leaflets
uniformly spaced along the midrib
(see photographs). The mature
plants branch prolifically and can,
at times, form a dense almost impenetrable thicket.
The seeds of the new weed are
30 to 40 per cent, larger than those
of wild turnip and have a relatively
high oil content. Tests of seed from
various sources showed that smoothstemmed turn p seed had 35 to 39
per cent, oil compared to the usual
range of 42 to 46 per cent, in commercial rapeseed. The oil content
of wild turnip seed ranges from 23
to 30 per cent.

A dense thicket over 1.8 m (5 ft.)
high formed by late-maturing
smooth-stemmed turnip plants
east of Esperance
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